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Abstract Legal expert systems are computer applications that can mimic the consultation process of a 
legal expert to provide advice specific to a given scenario. The core of these systems is the experts’ 
knowledge captured in a sophisticated and often complex logic or rule base. Such complex systems rely 
on both knowledge engineers or system programmers and domain experts to maintain and update in 
response to changes in law or circumstances. This paper describes a pragmatic approach using process 
modelling techniques that enables a complex legal expert system to be maintained and updated dynam-
ically by a domain expert such as a legal practitioner with little computing knowledge. The approach is 
illustrated using a case study on the design of an online expert system that allows a user to navigate 
through complex legal options in the domain of International Family Law. 
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1 Introduction 

An expert system is a computer application programmed to replicate the thinking process and actions of 
human experts in response to assigned tasks. It is a system that is “capable of functioning at the standard 
of human experts in a given field.” (Zeleznikow & Hunter, 1994). Expert systems are an application of 
AI (artificial intelligence) that enables the end user to benefit from the expertise and judgement of ex-
perts anytime anywhere and cost effectively. 

This article describes various benefits and challenges of legal expert systems. It then describes a case 
study on the design of a legal expert system that can assist parents and their lawyers in navigating inter-
national parenting agreements and disputes. The system has a practical feature that allows legal practi-
tioners to easily maintain and update the logical content on demand. The selected case study illustrates 
an area of law that would greatly benefit from legal expert systems due to its complexity deriving from 
overlapping sources of domestic and international legal framework, as well as a limited pool of expert 
lawyers. 

1.1 Expert Systems 

Expert systems fall into four general areas of application (Harvey, 2017). 
1. Analysis and advice. This is set up to provide answers to questions based on an IF-THEN model. 

This requires a fact specific analysis and transparency on how the system reaches its conclusion 

2. Intake and assessment – guide users through a system that collects data, evaluates facts and 
issues and recommends actions to the user – examples may be an incident reporting system, a 
compliance review system, a claim evaluation system or a due diligence guide. 

3. Intelligent Workflow – these can be extensive sessions – rules are applied and messages are sent 
to multiple parties who contribute to the system and when all the facts are gathered reasoning is 
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completed and the workflow is completed. Examples may be a process management system, a 
leave request manager or a compliance authorisation system. 

4. Document automation – leverage the software to create complex documents of many types in-
cluding complex legal documents 

Generally, facts for an expert system may be obtained from the user or sourced externally from data-
bases, files, web service or other applications. The expert system software applies facts to reasoning and 
sets conclusions. This process continues and when all the required facts and conclusions are generated 
and sent, databases are updated and the session is complete. 

1.2 Legal Expert Systems 

A legal expert system is a domain-specific expert system that uses artificial intelligence to emulate the 
decision-making abilities of a human expert in the field of law. Legal expert systems have been dis-
cussed since the mid 1980’s, particularly by Richard Susskind (Susskind, 1986). 

Legal expert systems can be designed on the basis of either a case-based or rule-based approach 
(Dove, 1995). Rule-based systems are the most prevalent, but the combination of both approaches is 
commonly used for development. Rule-based systems store legal knowledge as rules and reason directly 
with these rules through formal logical deductive and inductive methods (Dove, 1995). Case-based sys-
tems operate by comparing the intersections of facts in a database of past cases, called exemplars, with 
the facts in the present situation. The case-based system attempts to draw analogies between the exem-
plars and the present case in order to retrieve and adapt the most on point cases.  

1.3 Systems for Lawyers 

Lawyers were originally identified as primary target users of legal expert systems (Thomasset & Paquin, 
1989). Later work on legal expert systems has identified potential benefits to non-lawyers as a means to 
increase access to legal knowledge. Legal expert systems can also support administrative processes, 
facilitating decision making processes, automating rule-based analyses and exchanging information di-
rectly with citizen-users. 
 
Potential motivations behind legal expert systems included the following: 

• Speedier delivery of legal advice 
• Reduced time spent in repetitive, labour intensive legal tasks 
• Development of knowledge management techniques that were not dependent on staff 
• Reduced overhead and labour costs and higher profitability for law firms 
• Reduced fees for clients 

The benefits for clients are improved outcomes, reduced risks and reduced costs. For the experts in 
the domain there are new revenue streams generated, strengthened and improved client relationships 
and replacement of billable hours with applications. 

2 Challenges Associated with Legal Expert Systems 

The law is a complex discipline. Complex interrelated facts and issues, together with the involvement 
of broadly stated legal rules pose real challenges for knowledge engineers developing expert legal sys-
tems. Contested facts that traditionally have called for the involvement of a fact finder add another layer 
of complexity and nuance to the development of such systems (Stevens, Barot, & Carter, 2010). Some 
of these challenges are described in more detail in the following subsections. 
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2.1 Computerised Problem Solving 

Deductive reasoning systems typically underpin expert systems. The challenge arises in attributing 
weight to principles of law or the impact and significance of earlier decided cases that may have a 
bearing upon an instant problem (Aikenhead, 1995). 

 
 

2.2 The Nature of Legal Knowledge 

The very nature of the law itself and the way that it works poses challenges for knowledge engineers. 
First, law tends to be flexible and organic in that it rarely is applied to facts in an identical fashion. Even 
the interpretation of legislative enactments may vary depending upon linguistic interpretation. Precedent 
may not necessarily be rigidly applied and the rule of a case may be modified by context and the judge’s 
view of what may be fair in a case. Secondly, there is the difficulty in balancing competing interests. 
For example, the contest between the interests of the state on the one hand and the individual on the 
other frequently involves considerations that go beyond strict rules and involve extra legal considera-
tions. To represent these matters in a expert legal system poses a challenge. Thirdly, in many cases, and 
especially at an appellate level there are challenges to the concept of a common thread of reasoning or 
a right answer as different judges may emphasise different legal concepts and in some cases, there may 
be a majority vote by the Judges to determine the case. Dealing with this level of indeterminacy, together 
with the additional challenge of a dissenting judgment (Franklin, 2012; Stevens et al., 2010).  

 
2.3 Design Practicality 

The development of a functioning and accurate legal expert system requires expertise in knowledge 
engineering, the law and software architecture. The complexity of many legal issues may well limit the 
scope of an expert system or the legal information domain that it covers. This means that legal expert 
systems may be narrowly focused or geographically specific. There may also be an obstacle to funding 
or developing a cost-effective system (Stevens et al., 2010). 

 
2.4 User Issues 

Like any computer-assisted advice system, a legal expert system also has the risk of leading a user to an 
inaccurate result or wrong conclusion. The challenge is that users place a higher level of reliance on 
expert systems as they deal with legal issues and therefore are perceived to be authoritative (Groothuis 
& Svensson, 2000). 
 
2.5 Designing the System 

Does a legal expert system replicate the thought processes undertaken by a lawyer in addressing a prob-
lem? In many respects the answer is yes in that the system quickly executes complex logic and provides 
a high-quality documented response tailored to an inquirer’s needs. 

Broadly, the way in which the system replicates the lawyer’s process involves three main steps. 
Firstly, the gathering of information via a machine based “interview”; secondly the testing of that infor-
mation against the logic built in to the system; thirdly, the generation of a report that provides an answer 
or some form of guidance. 

A legal expert system reasoning engine may include a number of different legal analysis tools. The 
most obvious is a rule-based system typically following an “if-then” flow process that develops a solu-
tion based on alternatives. A system may also incorporate mathematical calculations, apply multi-factor 
tests and develop a means of information organisation. Because a legal expert system is meant to repli-
cate the advice-giving function of the lawyer, it will invariably include a report writing function to pro-
duce the necessary documents in response to a query, be they in the form of an opinion, pleadings, a 
memo or a letter (Aikenhead, 1995). 

The principal design consideration must be that of legal analysis. This requires an understanding by 
the designer of how the law relevant to a set of circumstances works and the way in which statues, 
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regulations, what is referred to as “soft legislation” and case law works. In cases involving the develop-
ment of systems addressing regulatory compliance there will also be a need to build in practice and 
administrative directive by the regulatory authority. All of this will form the information base that the 
system designer will have to build into the system to address the legal problem posed. One of the chal-
lenging issues facing the system designer will be building in law book modelling, institutional 
knowledge and the “rules of thumb” that lawyers may use when addressing client requirements. This 
invariably will mean developing a collaborative approach with law practitioners who have expertise in 
the particular domain and who have the ability to articulate, organise and explain their expertise and 
how it operates. 

The actual coding of the system may then begin once the design parameters have been developed in 
detail. An alternative to “hard-coding” would be to develop a legal expert system using a development 
platform such as Neota Logic (Glennon, 2012). This tool provides an authoring interface to build a 
system without any programming knowledge. Similar tools are available in other areas such as those 
enabling the user to design a website with little or no coding expertise, or Microsoft Excel that allows 
users to create specific computational models by embedding built-in mathematical functions into spread 
sheets. 

2.6 Acquisition of Experts’ Knowledge 

One of the advantages of legal expert systems is that a pool of expertise in a certain area of law or 
domain may underlie the system as opposed to the traditional “one-on-one” model of legal advice where 
the client communicates with one lawyer whose expertise may be limited by knowledge and expertise. 

In terms of pooling the knowledge that is the basis of the system, the most obvious approach is to 
gather the principles contained in statutes, cases or other rule sets into a formalised structure. Whilst this 
may provide an acceptable knowledge base it overlooks the fact that law is open textured and requires 
a contextual background. Examples of these contextual issues may be found in information relating to 
territorial or jurisdictional limitations limiting the scope of application of a rule or specific exceptions 
to the rules themselves. 

Although knowledge acquisition may take place by accessing the various sources of legal infor-
mation, and a programme may attend to this phase automatically, the assumption is that the statute or 
body of case law contains all the necessary information to arrive at a conclusion – an approach that has 
been subject to some criticism (Konstantinou, Sykes, & Yannopoulos, 1994). 

For these reasons, it becomes obvious that a proper legal expert system must not only encompass the 
dataset comprising rules contained in statute and case law, but must also involve the input from human 
experts in the particular domain. The nuance thus available may be factored into the system. This re-
quires a close relationship between the domain expert team and the design and programming team to 
ensure firstly that the correct information and data has been gathered and secondly the information and 
data is rendered into a form that delivers appropriate and legally correct outputs in answer to query 
inputs. 

2.7 Updating Expert Knowledge in Response to Law Changes 

There are a number of challenges to maintaining and updating a legal expert system. To continue to be 
accurate and useful, an expert system must be maintained and updated. This means that a commitment 
must be made from the inception by the domain experts and design team to regularly revisit the system 
and keep it updated.  

Although law is perceived to be a static set of rules, the reality is that rules change frequently. This 
may occur by way of statutory amendment, re-interpretation or further interpretation of rules by the 
courts and by the various process of “soft legislation” involving changes to standards or regulations. If 
an amendment to a statute is significant it may result in the irrelevance of a large part, if not all, of the 
system. Rule-based systems that use heuristic rules to summarise legislation may be able to avoid some 
of the problems, but updating is still required when legislation or regulations change. 
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Once updating has taken place, such modifications may have an impact upon the overall rule set so 
it becomes necessary to revisit and validate the system. Validation may be assisted if there are linkages 
between textual, logical and intermediary representations of, say, legislation. Changes to rules may be 
localised and aids such as excerpts from statutes and links to commentary and cases may be linked to 
the logical explanations of a conclusion. However, the difficulty lies in maintaining a correct represen-
tation of the law and complex software may be needed to keep track of changes. 

Thus, although the legal expert system may require little ongoing development structurally, part of 
the initial design brief must be a maintenance and updating programme along with the development of 
software to monitor changes in the law based on data sources deployed for the expert system. In addition, 
the human input from the domain experts will continue to be necessary, although legal expert systems 
may likely to use machine learning techniques in the future for the purposes of monitoring changes and 
maintaining accuracy in the basic dataset that is the law. 

The task of updating an expert system, particularly the logical (i.e. rule-base) content, is usually un-
dertaken by a system programmer with the input from the domain experts. The ability for a legal prac-
titioner with little computing knowledge to update the logical and literal content of a legal expert system 
without the help of a system programmer is the subject of our research and is illustrated using the fol-
lowing real case study. 

3 Case Study: The HNT (Hague Navigation Tool) 

3.1 The Hague Conventions 
 
Parenting in the 21st century can be an international enterprise. Parents may be resident, or be subject 
to court orders or enforceable agreements, in several countries. Rather than leaving matters to be decided 
by the authorities of a state, parents frequently negotiate autonomous parenting agreements on matters 
such as their child’s country of residence, care, access and maintenance. The human rights of that child 
are dependent upon such agreements being honoured. Where they are not honoured, there must be clear 
accessible mechanisms available to enforce them. In this complex globalised world, a key challenge for 
international family law is to ensure the certainty and transportability of parenting arrangements. 

The current framework of international family law relating to parenting agreements does not provide 
the requisite clarity to ensure that parenting arrangements are enforced. The framework rests on three 
international conventions that are designed to promote cross-border recognition and enforceability: the 
1980 Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction (“1980 Convention”)5; the 1996 
Convention on Jurisdiction, Applicable Law, Recognition, Enforcement and Co-operation in Respect of 
Parental Responsibility and Measures for the Protection of Children (“1996 Convention”)6; and the 2007 
Convention on the International Recovery of Child Support and Other Forms of Family Maintenance 
(“2007 Convention”) (“the Conventions”).7 These Conventions interact with each other, and with do-
mestic laws, to produce the international legal framework for the recognition and enforcement of par-
enting arrangements8 (Figure 1). However, the complexity of the framework presents considerable bar-
riers to justice for three primary reasons. 

                                                   
5  Convention on the Civil Aspects of Child Abduction (opened for signature 25 October 1980, entered into force 

1 December 1983). 
6  Convention on Jurisdiction, Applicable Law, Recognition, Enforcement and Co-operation in Respect of Pa-

rental Responsibility and Measures for the Protection of Children (opened for signature 19 October 1996, en-
tered into force 1 January 2002).  

7  Convention on the International Recovery of Child Support and Other Forms of Family Maintenance (opened 
for signature 23 November 2007, entered into force 1 January 2013). 

8  Although superseded by the 2007 Convention, the United Nations Convention for the Recovery of Maintenance 
268 UNTS 3 (opened for signature 20 June 1956, entered into force 25 May 1957) (UNCRAM) remains appli-
cable in respect of many contracting states. 
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Figure 1: International legal framework for the recognition and enforcement of parenting arrangements 

3.1.1 Lack of ratification 
 
The first reason for this is that very few countries outside of the European Union have ratified all three 
governing treaties. This means that different combinations of sources of law will apply differently in 
different disputes. Even for a lawyer with expertise in international child custody law, each dispute will 
take on a different legal character depending on the countries involved. There could be up to five differ-
ent countries to consider: the country where the child normally lives; where the child is located; where 
the first parent is located; where the second parent is located; and where any relevant agreement or court 
order was made. 
 
3.1.2 Compartmentalised and overlapping conventions 
 
Even in situations where all three conventions have been ratified, the legal system is complex. different 
aspects of the same parenting agreement may be dealt with by different Conventions. For example, an 
agreement which places primary care with the father (with rights of access for the mother); and stipulates 
child maintenance from the mother to the father; will need to be enforced through two separate path-
ways. Care and access fall under the 1996 Convention, and child maintenance under the 2007 Conven-
tion. There may even be instances where it is difficult to identify which Convention will be relevant to 
the particulars of an agreement. The costs associated with parental responsibility such as travel to facil-
itate access, or a child’s schooling fees could be within the ambit of either the 1996 or 2007 Conven-
tions.9  

This compartmentalisation has considerable practical effects. Parents are unable to enforce a single 
agreement, which covers multiple areas of subject matter, through a corresponding single enforcement 
mechanism. Different aspects of the agreement will need to be enforced through separate pathways. In 
some instances, the pathway selected will be crucial in determining how the agreement is enforced. For 
example, if an issue is found to fall under the 1996 Convention, then recognition and enforcement will 
be determined by the jurisdiction in which the child is habitually resident.10 If it falls under the 2007 
Convention, it falls to be determined by the competent authority of the requested state.11 Those may be 
two different authorities in two different states.12  

                                                   
9  The overlapping scope derives from the 1996 Convention, above n 2, Article 3(b); and the 2007 Convention, 

above n 3, Article 2(a). See also the Experts’ Group Report, above n 5, at [14]. 
10  1996 Convention, above n 2, Article 5(1). 
11  2007 Convention, above n 3, Articles 19(5) and 37.  
12  Experts Group Report, above n 5, at [18]. 
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In other instances, such as enforcement of access rights in cases of child abduction, there may be 
overlap between the 1980 and 1996 Conventions. Article 7(f) of the 1980 Convention allows authorities 
“in a proper case, to make arrangements for organising or securing the effective exercise of rights of 
access”. Access is also a central focus of the 1996 Convention. Although Article 50 of the 1996 Con-
vention clarifies that it “shall not affect the application” of the 1980 Convention, it does allow the 1996 
Convention to be invoked in order to organise access rights where they are otherwise protected by the 
1980 Convention. To a parent, the interplay between these Conventions may be bewildering. Where a 
parenting agreement contains issues subject to overlapping Conventions, the parent may not identify the 
most appropriate mechanism of enforcement. 

Yet another example is where apparently contradictory orders are made under the 1980 and 1996 
Conventions in different jurisdictions.13 Such a situation could arise where a parent wrongfully removes 
a child from the state of habitual residence (“State A”) to another state (“State B”). That parent then 
raises a “grave risk” defence to 1980 Convention proceedings in State A. The court in State B, seized 
with jurisdiction, could simultaneously consider urgent measures under Article 11 of the 1996 Conven-
tion, and conclude that a non-return order is warranted.14 Meanwhile, the left-behind parent could bring 
proceedings under the 1996 Convention in State A (the state of habitual residence). The court in State 
A could disagree with the court in State B’s assessment as to the necessity of urgent measures, and order 
the return of the child. The parents will be left with contradictory orders and considerable uncertainty. 
Although some legal solutions to the problem have been suggested, they are complex and untested.15  

The compartmentalised and overlapping nature of the three Conventions means that the ratification 
of all three by the relevant states, in and of itself, will not necessarily provide comprehensive and co-
herent framework for protecting the family law rights of children.  
 
3.1.3 Lack of specialist assistance 
 
The third reason for the difficulty in navigating the current Convention framework is the lack of availa-
ble specialist assessment. Although the Conventions encourage expedient court processes,16 protracted 
disputes may require complex legal advice over a considerable period. This may be prohibitively ex-
pensive for some parents. Furthermore, it may be difficult to locate lawyers with expertise in this niche 
field. In order to receive comprehensive legal advice, a parent will often require a lawyer who specialises 
in the law of two or more countries: the location of the parents and child, the state of habitual residence 
and the state where a parenting agreement is reached may all be different. In many instances, a parent 
may have to engage multiple lawyers across different countries, and have to navigate legal aid processes 
in each of those states. Parents engaged in proceedings in overseas countries may also encounter legal 
or cultural barriers which prevent them from gaining an understanding of the appropriate process.  

In some circumstances, the Central Authority of a state, governmental bodies responsible for uphold-
ing the Conventions, may be able to assist in locating appropriate lawyers or providing financial assis-
tance. However, the resources of Central Authorities can often be very limited, and in many circum-
stances a Central Authority will not be able to provide the full representation that a parent demands.  

The result of the current system of international family law is that parents are left with a confusing 
landscape. This confusion prevents parents being able to rely on parenting agreements and makes it 

                                                   
13  The following example is adapted from Eleri Jones, Anne-Marie Hutchinson and Richard Kwan “The 1996 

Hague Convention: The Fourth Dimension” Family Law Week 30 November 2012 http://www.familylaw-
week.co.uk/site.aspx?i=ed105739. It should be noted that the example would be resolved more simply in a 
case involving two EU states, where the Brussels IIa Regulation (Regulation (EC) 2201/2003) Articles 61 and 
62(1) clarify that a return order made under the 1996 Convention trumps a non-return order made under the 
1980 Convention.  

14  As occurred in the case of In the matter of J (a child) [2015] UKSC 70 at [21]-[29] (per Hale LJ). 
15  Jones, Hutchinson and Kwan, above n 28. For example, the order from State A could be said to have priority 

over the order from State B once the circumstances justifying “urgent measures” lapse. However, this would 
not extinguish the discretion of the State B court to refuse to recognise the State A order (see Article 23(2) of 
the 1996 Convention, above n 2). 

16  1980 Convention, above n 1, Article 2; 2007 Convention, above n 3, Articles 12(6), 23(11) and 24(7). 
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difficult to obtain appropriate enforcement orders. This uncertainty has the potential to disincentive par-
ents to reach amicable agreements (including through mediation). The international family law system 
does not meet the expectations of autonomy and portability that many parents expect. Most importantly, 
children are deprived of the certainty and security that derive from enforceable amicably-reached par-
enting agreements and a stable family law framework. 
 
3.2 The HNT Tool Project 

 
The project was initiated by the Chief District Court Judge of New Zealand in response to a resolution 
of The Hague Experts’ Group meeting in 2015 on Cross-Border Recognition and Enforcement of Agree-
ments in Family Matters Involving Children. The resolution was to explore the development of a non-
binding navigation tool that provides best practices on how an agreement made in the area of family law 
involving children can be recognized and enforced in a foreign state under the 1980, 1996, and 2007 
Hague Conventions. It was believed that such a tool would make international family law comprehen-
sible to parents and their lawyers. 

The Experts’ Group’s recommendation is phrased generically. This reflects the diverse jurisdiction 
and membership of the Experts’ Group. The choice to develop a navigation tool in digital format was 
considered appropriate as it can offer the best opportunity to assimilate the complex volume of legal 
information that must be applied to any parent affected by cross-border recognition or enforcement of a 
parenting agreement. As a prototype tool, the scope of the project was limited to have a specific New 
Zealand focus initially. Each jurisdiction has its own domestic law and accedes to a different set of 
conventions, so it would be beyond the available resources to develop a comprehensive tool to assist all 
jurisdictions at the initial stage. 

The project was executed as a collaborative work between the office of the Chief District Court Judge, 
the New Zealand ICT Centre for Law and the Department of Computer Science at the University of 
Auckland, New Zealand. The project started in August 2016 and culminated with a prototype tool being 
developed and presented at the meeting of the Experts’ Group on Recognition and Enforcement of 
Cross-Border Agreements Involving Children during The Hague Conference on Private International 
Law on 16 June 2017. 

The initial intention was to create a digital tool that can be used to convey available enforcement 
pathways operative under existing laws. However, there is a potential to utilise the tool in a prescriptive 
basis, by setting best practice guidelines for authorities to follow when applying the Conventions to-
gether with domestic law. 
 
3.3 Design and development of the HNT Tool 
 
The brief was for the tool to be accessible on the internet and designed on the model of a “trouble-
shooter” commonly found in systems used to assist computer users with troubleshooting software prob-
lems. The tool is an example of a rule-based expert system. In this case, the objective is the delivery in 
a simple form of possible outcomes from a complex set of rules.  

The operation of the tool begins by prompting the user with a series of options to determine their 
particular situation. The tool then triages the user to the most appropriate guidance specific to their 
circumstances, in the same manner that a lawyer would interview a client. 

In accordance with the requirements in the brief, the HNT Tool was designed and developed with 
particular considerations to provide easy navigation and access of the information as well as system 
maintainability.  
 
3.3.1 System Maintainability Considerations 
 
Any expert system that shares legal knowledge is likely to be subject to law changes and inevitably 
needs to be maintained and the information updated to remain valid and useful. Legal specialists on The 
Hague Conventions would be the best experts to maintain the information in the HNT system. However, 
legal experts are not necessarily equipped with adequate technical and computing skills to maintain such 
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a complex experts’ system as the HNT tool. Engaging a computer programmer to update the system 
every time there is a law change is not a cost-effective solution in the long term. 

One common solution is to provide a content management system (CMS) backend to the tool, which 
would then allow an admin user to physical modify and update the information. However, this solution 
poses some potential challenges as the core information in the system is complex and involves a fair 
amount of computing to update, particularly if there are major modifications or additions to the scenar-
ios. 
 
3.3.2 The HNT Application Framework and Architecture 
 
Given the above considerations, the HNT tool has been designed as a client-server web application to 
satisfy the intent of the brief for information accessibility. This model of software architecture allows 
the centralisation of control and management of the resources and data including the security aspects of 
the application. For maintainability, the HNT framework (Figure 2) incorporates a user interface that 
allows an admin person to upload an updated dataset to the server any time via the internet. Once up-
loaded to the server, the updated information would be available immediately upon request on the client-
side by the end user.  
 

 
Figure 2: HNT Application framework and architecture 

 
3.3.3 Components of the HNT Framework 
 
The only input component to the HNT framework is the process model diagram (PD) that can be drawn 
up using a small subset of the open standard BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) specifica-
tion (Object Management Group, 2011). Being an open standard, there are many tools available that 
would allow these diagrams to be visually constructed with ease. To promote data interoperability, the 
BPMN 2.0 standard natively supports information exchange in the open standard XML (eXtensible 
Markup Language) format. This allows a PD to be uploaded to the system as an XML document. 

The core of the framework is a PD parser that can read a BPMN-compliant PD conforming to a small 
subset of the BPMN 2.0 specification. The subset uses only five objects as shown in Figure 3 and Table 
1, namely Start Event, End Events, Exclusive Gateway, Sequence Flow, and Text Annotation. 

As illustrated in Figure 3, the name of the scenario described by a set of Q&A is defined in the text 
attribute of the Start Event. A set of Q&A takes the form of a question (specified in the text attribute of 
an Exclusive Gateway object) and one or more options (represented by the text attribute of one or more 
Sequence Flows). Each option may lead to another set of Q&A or a final response (specified in the text 
attribute of an End Event). 
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Figure 3: A subset of BPMN objects used for HNT 

 
Table 1: A subset of BPMN specification for the HNT application 

Objects Attributes/Remarks Representing 
Start Event Name Scenario 
Exclusive Gateway Text The question 
End Event Text The response text or outcome of the enquiry 
Sequence Flow Name The options 
Text Annotation Used in conjunction with the gateway The question text 

 
The Interpreter is another core component of the system that takes the information parsed by the PD 

parser and generates the corresponding Q&A dataset that can then render in HTML (Hyper Text Mark-
up Language) (Figure 4), a commonly used standard of serving information via the internet to a web 
browser. For example, the simple PD shown in Figure 3 has been rendered in HTML using a predefined 
stylesheet and would appear on the end user’s web browser as shown in Figure 4.  
 

 
Figure 4: HTML rendering of the Q&A 

The HTML rendering of the information as radio buttons and text labels, shown in Figure 5, reflects 
the result of selecting option 3 and getting the corresponding response “Outcome of response 3” in the 
“outcome of the enquiry” section of the screen. 
 

 
Figure 5: An exemplar outcome of an option selection 

The styling of the information presented to the user is controlled by predefined settings in a stylesheet. 
The settings include the text layout, typeface, text size, and the colour scheme. The style definition is 
not intended to be editable by the user or admin person maintaining the system. However, each container 
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of the information can self-adjust in its vertical size to accommodate the content resulting from the 
user’s selection. 
 
3.4 HNT Prototype Tool - Example Implementation 
 
To meet the objective of the project, a prototype HNT tool was implemented and incorporated four 
principal case illustrations (Doogue, 2017), as follows: 
1. Mutually agreed return: whereby a child is abducted from the state of habitual residence, and the 

parents reach agreement (in the state to which the child has been abducted) that the abducting parent 
and child will return to the state of habitual residence; 

2. Mutually agreed non-return: whereby a child is abducted from the state of habitual residence, and 
the parents reach agreement (in the state to which the child has been abducted) that the child will 
not return to the state of habitual residence, but will remain with the abducting parent under certain 
conditions (for example, access rights and payment for travel arrangements); 

3. International family relocation with agreement negotiated in state of habitual residence: whereby 
the parents conclude an agreement in the state of habitual residence (at the time of the agreement) 
detailing terms on which one of the parents can relocate to another state, following which the left-
behind parent seeks to enforce the agreement in the new state of habitual residence; and 

4. International family relocation with agreement negotiated in a state that is not the state of habitual 
residence: whereby the parents had been living in “State A”, but move to “State B” for a year. They 
return to “State A” temporarily to mediate custody and access issues. The mediation is concluded 
in “State A”, but “State B” remains the state of habitual residence and both parents intend to con-
tinue living in “State B”. 

 
3.4.1 A Triage System 
 
A PD representing a triage system was developed to direct a user to all possible pathways around the 
following circumstances: 

• Whether the person making enquiry or someone else has removed the child from New Zealand 
• Whether the child has been taken to Japan, Australia, or Germany 
• Whether they have legal rights to determine where the child should live 
• Whether any parenting agreement is in force 
 

The triage system was described as a PD (Figure 6), which was uploaded to the system for processing. 
The information processed by the system was then used to generate the Q&A (Figure 7) on demand.  
 

 
Figure 6: Excerpt of the Triage System PD 
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Figure 7: HNT Prototype Tool presenting the Triage System 

3.4.2 Implemented Scenario 
 
The selection of options shown in Figure 7 resulted in a scenario in which a child has been taken from 
New Zealand against the wishes of the left-behind parent. A PD describing this scenario was fully de-
veloped and uploaded to the prototype HNT tool. The circumstances around this scenario can be de-
scribed by the options presented in the Triage System (Figure 7), as follows: 

• The person making enquiry is not a victim of family violence perpetrated by the other parent 
• The other parent or someone else has removed the child from New Zealand 
• The child has been taken to Japan 
• The other person has legal rights to decide where the child should live 
• The person making enquiry also has legal rights to determine where the child should live 
• There is no parenting agreement that has been recognised by the court through a parenting or con-

sent order. 
 
As the result of this set of options being selected, the system is then transferred to another PD that 
describes the selected scenario. A different set of Q&A relevant to the selected scenario is then presented 
to the user as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Options available in the selected scenario 

3.4.3 An Exemplar Case to Update the Content of the HNT Tool 
 
The HNT tool was initially presented at the World Congress on Family Law and Children’s Rights 2017 
in Dublin in June 2017. Subsequently, the tool was also presented at the meeting of the Experts’ Group 
during The Hague Conference on Private International Law on 16 June 2017. Prior to the latter presen-
tation, there was a request to modify the literal content of the system so that it presents information that 
is more clearly targeted at the lawyer rather than parent user group. Although the modification mainly 
affected the language used in the Q&A, the PD of the selected scenario was completely revised by the 
second author in his role as the research counsel to the Chief District Court Judge, who has very little 
knowledge of computing. 

A cloud-based open source process model drawing tool known as bpmn.io (www.bpmn.io) was used 
to revise the diagram. The process took a couple of hours to complete. The revised PD file (saved as an 
XML document) could then be uploaded to replace the existing one in the system. As soon as the PD 
was uploaded, it was automatically parsed by the HNT system to generate a new set of Q&A based on 
the revised content.  

The expert knowledge update exercise was completed in time for the presentation to the Experts’ 
Group. The entire process only took a few hours to complete and successfully demonstrated the ability 
for a legal practitioner with little computing knowledge to revise the content of an expert system on 
demand. The same process would apply if the update was required as a response to changes in the law, 
except that the time it takes to make changes to the logical content may be a lot longer. 

4 Discussions and Conclusion 

This paper has described the benefits and challenges associated with legal expert systems. The cost of 
maintaining and updating an expert system is one of the critical challenges due to the required combined 
domain knowledge and technical expertise. 

A case study has been selected to illustrate a practical approach that utilises an open process model-
ling standard to allow legal practitioners with little computing knowledge to independently update a 
complex legal expert system without any help from the system programmer. The exemplar legal expert 
system presented as part of the case study helps parents and lawyers to navigate the intricacy of provi-
sions within the international legal framework on cross-border recognition and enforcement of agree-
ments in family matters involving children. 

This novel approach can be adapted to other applications within the legal domain and others to facil-
itate system maintainability including logical and literal content revisions. For example, a similar ap-
proach can be used in a legal expert system to assist lawyers to provide conveyancing services including 
automated e-transactions with banking institutions and land registrars. Any variation in the process or 
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specific requirements can be managed relatively easily by simply revising the PD in the system that 
represents the expert knowledge to serve different purposes or scenarios. 

Although the process modelling task described above can be drawn up visually by a domain expert 
using freely available intuitive tools, it also involves manually interpreting legal provisions and repre-
senting their logical and literal content in the process model. As the expert system can be generated on 
demand by uploading a new PD, any human error in the manual interpretation can be discovered rela-
tively quickly and so the risk of introducing human error can be mitigated relatively easily. 

The additional complication of overlapping and contradictory rules has not been investigated in the 
current research. However, process modelling techniques can potentially be used to represent a base-
line scenario that can then be modified by another scenario given certain prioritised circumstances in a 
defeasible logical manner. This is subject to further investigations to test its effectiveness to resolve 
contradictions or provide alternative interpretations. 

Given the advancement of modern artificial intelligence techniques, future work may involve inves-
tigations into an automated translation process from the natural language to logic, which will further 
enhance the maintainability of the system. However, the cost of verifying the correctness of such an 
automated machine translation and validating the process itself may compensate for any efficiency gain, 
although there may be other benefits such as the accuracy of the translation, particularly if a repetitive 
process is involved. The cost-benefit analysis of such an automated translation effort is also an interest-
ing future research topic. 
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